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Education Carnegie Mellon University, Bachelor of Science in Computer Science
Double Major in Discrete Mathematics and Logic
Expected Graduation May 2005 with University Honors QPA: 3.77/4.0

Experience Jera Technology, Greenwich CT Summers 2001-2003
Web Developer/Intern
· Developed a variety of database driven web applications in Coldfusion
· Designed/Administered Microsoft SQL Server databases
· Configured/Maintained network servers and routers

Europe Online Investments, Betzdorf Luxembourg Summer 2003
Interactive Developer
· Wrote Qt widgets for OpenDrama, a European Union Consortium project
· Wrote a variety of intranet tools in PHP/Oracle
· Automated the credit card and direct debit billing processes

BookTrade Project, Pittsburgh PA 5/2003 - 8/2004
Co-Founder/Developer (www.koobster.com)
· Developed the web front-end and database back-end in JSP and MySQL
· Developed a book trading engine based on a graph theoretic representation
· Wrote web services stub classes for interacting with Amazon.com
· Administered the live and development Linux servers

Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh PA Fall 2004
Teaching Assistant: Foundations of Programming Languages
· Taught weekly recitations and held office hours
· Developed and graded written and programming assignments

Research Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh PA Summer 2004
Undergraduate Researcher: ConCert Project (www.cs.cmu.edu/∼concert)
· Researched/Implemented a node failure policy for distributed computation
· Implemented a Distributed Hash Table based on the Chord project
· Wrote Perl scripts to test grid client reliability and failure tolerance

Skills Java, C/C++, SML, SQL, JSP, Coldfusion, PHP, Perl, Bash Scripting, x86,
HTML, CSS, LATEX, Linux (Redhat, Debian), Windows 2000/XP, Lex, Yacc

Coursework · Graph Theory · Foundations of Programming Languages
· Algorithms · Semantics of Programming Languages†

· Graduate Algorithms† · Constructive Logic
· Operating Systems · Mathematical Logic I†

· Compilers · Optimizing Compilers†
† - Graduate Course

Awards · Dean’s List (5 of 7 semesters) · Mortar Board Honor Society
· National Society of Collegiate Scholars · Eagle Scout (1998)

References Available upon request.
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Selected Projects

· Implemented a compiler for a type-safe C-style language for the x86 architecture. The lan-
guage includes: fat pointers, structs/records, loops and functions. In addition to compiling
the language to x86, the compiler performs various optimizations including: Move Coalesc-
ing, Copy Propagation, Constant Propagation, Constant Folding, Common Subexpression
Elimination, Dead Code Elimination, Unreachable Code Elimination and Function Inlining.
Implementation significantly out-performed the entire class (the assembly produced by our
compiler typically ran 4-5 times faster than the other compilers on the majority of the bench-
marks).

· Designed a programming assignment for 15-312 which entailed writing a Bi-Directional Elab-
orating typechecker for a language whose type system included: unit and void types (not
C-style void, the empty type), product types (pairs), disjoint sum types (tagged unions), ar-
row types (first-class functions), recursive types, parametric polymorphism (universal types),
data abstraction (existential types), int, float, and bool. The language also supports ba-
sic subtyping via coercions which are inserted during elaboration, transparent type variable
declarations, as well as the standard MinML language features. Provided a sample solution.

· Implemented a failure tolerant Distributed Hash Table based on the Chord project for the
ConCert distributed computing framework. Also designed and implemented a scheme for
merging such peer to peer lookup networks.
· ConCert project: (www.cs.cmu.edu/∼concert)
· Chord project: (www.pdos.lcs.mit.edu/chord/)

· Wrote a Perl script to test the ConCert grid client’s failure tolerance which would:
· Simulate a node which would join and leave the grid with a specified or random frequency.
· Or, act as a gateway node for submitting work onto the grid.

· Implemented a UNIX-style kernel providing virtual memory, pre-emptive scheduling and im-
portant system calls.

· Wrote a Natural Language search engine (QA machine) for answering history questions.

· Designed and wrote a highly optimized C program for generating the Ehrenfeucht-Mycielsky
(EM) Sequence to generate strong pseudo-random numbers (also known as Anti-Learning).
Implementation out-performed the rest of the (participating) class.
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